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In the Darwinian world of natural
selection, the organism that
adjusts to stressful changes in 
its environment is the one that
survives and prevails. Natural
selection forces a breaking away
from the pack—in both ecosys-
tems and markets. Innovation is
not a choice, but rather a design
specification; not a strategy, but 
a requirement. It’s a Darwinian
imperative to innovate forever.

In enterprise, however, humans
disrupt the natural order by resist-
ing change. Organizations have 
a sense of equilibrium that they
don’t want to threaten by doing
what their competitors won’t. This
equilibrium is the worst thing that
can happen to a dynamic system:
it becomes wrapped in the false
security blanket of protective iner-
tia. Organizations must stay imbal-
anced, creating mechanisms that
will encourage and reinforce a
radical strategy that allows them
to break away from the pack.

In an environment where global-
ization, deregulation, and com-
moditization exact their toll 
everywhere, the greatest up-front
threat to your enterprise is risk-
averse leadership and management.

It’s challenging enough to choose
the appropriate innovation strategy,
given the risks; it’s tougher still 
to exploit it aggressively enough
to distinguish you definitively
from your direct competitors.
Innovation demands your organi-
zation’s willingness to be outra-
geously good at one thing, to break
away from your competitive set.

Three Goals of Innovation

Choose the right innovation strat-
egy by defining your stage of
maturity and your competitive 
set. Are you in a growth, maturing,
or declining market? Are you
offering commodity products or
customized services? Do you need
to boost productivity or overcome
inertia?

Of the 14 innovation types I
describe in my book, innovation
for differentiation is paramount,
and the one that your Balanced
Scorecard should call into high
relief. It involves qualitative
change that’s beyond the comfort
zone of familiar metrics—and thus
likely to be met with resistance.
But since the single purpose 
of strategy is to do whatever it
takes to sustainably differentiate

yourself from competitors,
innovation for neutralization—
innovating simply to get in-class—
doesn’t get you financial rewards,
and you shouldn’t waste financial
resources on it. Only differentia-
tion pays.

If your objective is not to affect
market outcomes, but to achieve
them at lower cost, you would
choose innovation for productivity.
This strategy frees resources that
other forms of innovation can
use. In mature markets with single-
digit growth rates, innovation
strategy must focus on profits
over revenue and market share.
Integration innovation combines
disparate elements into a centrally
managed system (SAP used its
enterprise resource planning 
market leadership status to annex
previously elusive software cate-
gories). Process innovation creates
an outcome competitors are unable
or unwilling to match (Dell created
a direct-retail model for PCs).

Innovation “Zones”

Innovation pays for itself by creat-
ing differentiation. Differentiation
in turn creates competitive advan-
tage, which creates customer 
preference. If competitive advan-
tage changes over a product’s 
life cycle, its innovation type 
must change if the product is to
continue to thrive.

Let’s start by considering the four
basic strategy models: customer
intimacy, operational excellence,
category renewal, and product
leadership.1 Customer intimacy
and operational excellence inno-
vations are cheaper, lower-risk,
and offer a more probable return
than product leadership innovation
models. They are the natural
choice for mature organizations,
where the business cannot out-
perform its category but can 
still create significant competitive
advantage. Category renewal is
appropriate in a declining market.
A company moves resources from
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Innovation, claims Geoffrey Moore, is Darwinian. It’s not 
strategy, but requirement. Yet most organizations naturally
resist change. How do elite companies embrace change to
innovate and succeed? By ruthlessly distinguishing between
their “core” and “context” activities, and by wedding the 
right innovation model to their business strategy. Moore,
bestselling author on disruptive technologies and strategic
transformation, shares insights from his latest book, Dealing
with Darwin: How Great Companies Innovate at Every Phase 
of Their Evolution (Portfolio, 2006).
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Innovating for Globalization and Commoditization (continued)

a declining product category to 
a growth one, typically through
in-house R&D (Western Union,
forgoing communications services
for financial services) or merger
or acquisition (GE, transitioning
from its heavily industrialized
portfolio to one of chiefly finan-
cial services and media).

Product leadership innovation 
is very different from the other
three types, not least because it 
is appropriate for a fast-growing,
intrinsically high-risk category—
where differentiation occurs.
Silicon Valley practically defined
this type.

Within product leadership, there
are four subcategories of innova-
tion. Disruptive innovation
involves creating an entirely new
technology, process, or concept
(e.g., Skype, the Internet telephony
company eBay acquired). With
application innovation, the com-
pany doesn’t invent the technology,
but finds the market for it and
aligns itself fully around it (e.g.,
Amazon.com’s end-to-end, efficient
online retail model). Product
innovation entails creating differ-
entiating features and functions
for existing products (e.g., Google
search engines and cameras in
cell phones). Platform innovation
involves creating products that
become so ubiquitous that next-
generation companies piggyback
them onto their products (e.g.,
Oracle’s relational databases,
Sony’s videogame machines).

The primary rule when contem-
plating an innovation move is:
focus on only one innovation
type. Determine your stage in the
technology-adoption life cycle,
the territories your competitors
occupy, and the innovation type
you are most likely to excel at.

Prevent Inertia: Separate 
Core from Context

Core activities are those that 
create competitive advantage; they
include any part of your business

that requires product superiority.
Context activities comprise the
rest and have only two outcomes—
neutral and bad. Perform poorly,
and you’ll be punished for not
meeting market standards; perform
brilliantly, and you get no extra
credit. Domino’s Pizza gets credit
for delivery in less than 30 minutes,
because that promise is part of its
core strategy. Round Table Pizza
gets no such credit, because
delivery is not part of its core.

Recognizing and managing the
distinction between core and 
context is critical. Just consider
how it governs resource allocation.
Most organizations concentrate
funding on past successes, out 
of a commitment to the status
quo, or to making the quarterly
numbers. This mindset fosters
inertia, enabling a failure to
unravel slowly—a 1% decline 
can be sustained for decades.2

You must fund the core before
you fund context, since core is
the engine that drives competitive
differentiation. You must also
manage the next generation of
offers to avoid the inertia that
could set you back in the race 
to the next market.

To properly fund the core, you
must first:

Target one innovation type 
as core, align your entire company
around it, and reengineer every
process to accentuate it.

Treat all other innovation
types as context to meet the 
market standard as efficiently 
as possible; suppress efforts to 
be best in class.

Make your BSC metrics for
core emphasize differentiation
that drives customer preference
and demonstrate that the organi-
zation is surpassing the norm.

Ensure your metrics for 
context reflect a focus on 
productivity, and resolve to be
“just good enough.”

Following these guidelines resolves
three key concerns: (1) the balance
sheet (because you’re funding
your future from your already-
established asset base); (2) the
income statement (by increasing
revenues and margins earned 
by your current asset base); and
(3) inertia (because by removing
mass from context, you’ve
reduced inertial resistance to core).

In a Darwinian world, we must
differentiate and create imbalance
to realize success. The ecosystem
then self-organizes to curtail our
impact and emulate our success,
eventually voiding our exclusive
status. So we must continually
teeter on the verge of our “next
new thing.” If we sit still, it all
falls down on us. When risk-averse
managers outnumber risk takers,
an organization becomes seriously
impaired—it loses its ability to
change strategy. In effect, it cannot
evolve. Evolution is all about a
continual raising of the bar. Once
you’ve decided which innovation
strategy and which business
model you are adopting, you’ve
taken the first step toward com-
petitive differentiation. Strive for
the differentiation that conventional
wisdom says cannot be achieved. �

1. All but category renewal are delineated by
Michael Treacy and Fred Wiersema in their seminal
book, The Discipline of Market Leaders (Perseus
Books, 1995).

2. Harvard Business School professor Clayton
Christensen has done considerable research on
how shortsighted thinking sabotages success.
Christensen, a leading expert on innovation,
particularly disruptive innovation, is author of 
the groundbreaking The Innovator’s Dilemma
(Harvard Business School Press, 1997), and The
Innovator’s Solution (Harvard Business School
Press, 2003), among other works. Visit his Web site
(www.claytonchristensen.com) for more information
on his research and publications.
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